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Abstract—Synthesizing speech across different accents while
preserving the speaker identity is essential for various real-world
customer applications. However, the individual and accurate
modeling of accents and speakers in a text-to-speech (TTS)
system is challenging due to the complexity of accent variations
and the intrinsic entanglement between the accent and speaker
identity. In this paper, we present a novel approach for multi-
speaker multi-accent TTS synthesis, which aims to synthesize
voices of multiple speakers, each with various accents. Our pro-
posed approach employs a multi-scale accent modeling strategy
to address accent variations at different levels. Specifically, we
introduce both global (utterance level) and local (phoneme level)
accent modeling, supervised by individual accent classifiers to
capture the overall variation within accented utterances and fine-
grained variations between phonemes, respectively. To control
accents and speakers separately, speaker-independent accent
modeling is necessary, which is achieved by adversarial training
with speaker classifiers to disentangle speaker identity within the
multi-scale accent modeling. Consequently, we obtain speaker-
independent and accent-discriminative multi-scale embeddings
as comprehensive accent features. Additionally, we propose a
local accent prediction model that allows to generate accented
speech directly from phoneme inputs. Extensive experiments
are conducted on an accented English speech corpus. Both
objective and subjective evaluations show the superiority of
our proposed system compared to baselines systems. Detailed
component analysis demonstrates the effectiveness of global and
local accent modeling, and speaker disentanglement on multi-
speaker multi-accent speech synthesis.

Index Terms—Text-to-speech (TTS), accent, multi-scale mod-
eling, disentanglement

I. INTRODUCTION

TEXT-to-speech (TTS) systems is crucial in human-
computer interaction by converting raw text into speech.

Over time, TTS systems have evolved from statistical paramet-
ric modeling [1], [2] to end-to-end (E2E) architectures [3]–[7].
These E2E architectures are capable of generating high-quality
and human-like speech directly from text. However, in cross-
regional communities, many applications need diverse speech
with various accent expressions such as audiobooks, virtual
assistants, language learning platforms, and entertainment me-
dia. Developing a multi-speaker multi-accent TTS system,
which can synthesize multiple speakers’ voices, each with
various accents, is beneficial for facilitating communication
and improving user experience across different regions.

Building a multi-speaker TTS has become an important
focus in TTS research [8]–[10]. It is a widely used technique to
use a speaker embedding vector to control the characteristics
of a single speaker in a multi-speaker TTS system [11], [12].
When extending such a system to a multi-speaker multi-accent

TTS, it is ideal to train a TTS with multi-speaker accented
speech data, where data with multiple accents is available for
each speaker. However, such a database is currently not avail-
able, as a single speaker typically has only one accent. The
lack of such a comprehensive database makes it a challenge
to develop a multi-speaker multi-accent TTS. To address this
challenge, in this paper, we investigate how to control accent
and speaker characteristics individually and accurately in a
TTS. This approach enables the TTS system to dynamically
generate speech by combining different speaker identities with
various accents, enabling flexible multi-speaker multi-accent
speech synthesis.

The pronunciation of foreign accents for second language
speakers is influenced by their native language background
[13], [14]. It is reported that the perception of accented
speech is significantly influenced by the phonetic [15], [16]
and prosodic variations [17], [18]. Typical approaches of
various style modeling [19], [20] learn a global representation,
which may be insufficient to describe complex variations of
accented speech. This is because accent perception is affected
by information at different levels [21] and varies within an
utterance [22], [23], which poses a challenge for accurate
accent modeling. To describe an accent, knowledge of the
phoneme level speech units is important as accent features
[24]. Different acoustic correlates for accent rendering show
considerable differences on the phoneme level. The variations
of vowel formants are different across accents [25], [26]. The
pitch pattern has different pitch ranges on different phonemes
[27], [28], and pitch variations on the phoneme level have
greater effects on accent characteristics than the utterance
level variations [29]. Additionally, phoneme duration varies
between different phonemes, and the difference in vowel
duration is more obvious than that in consonant duration
for accented speech [27]. To summarize, accent attributes on
phonemes significantly contribute to accent perception, which
distinguishes accented TTS from typical expressive TTS and
multi-speaker TTS. Based on the above analysis, we propose
a multi-scale accent modeling with disentangling method that
describes accents at different levels for multi-speaker multi-
accent speech synthesis.

The proposed method aims to address accent variations at
both global (utterance level) and local (phoneme level) scales
by using the Mel-spectrogram as input to learn accent charac-
teristics. Both are supervised by individual accent classifica-
tions to extract accent-discriminative embeddings at multiple
scales as comprehensive accent features. The global accent
feature serves as an overall representation and foundation for
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accented speech. It captures high level accent features asso-
ciated with dominant phonological characteristics and general
prosodic patterns. However, the global accent feature may lack
details of accent variations, such as pronunciation patterns of
phonemes and prosodic variations of speech segments. This
can result in synthesizing speech of multiple accents with a
flat prosody. To address this issue, the local accent modeling is
introduced to produce local accent features, highlighting fine-
grained acoustic variations presented in phoneme level units
of accented speech. The local accent features are intended
to showcase stress, intonation, and duration on the phoneme
level within an accented utterance. Furthermore, to enable
flexible multi-speaker multi-accent speech synthesis, speaker-
independent accent modeling is crucial and necessary. Consid-
ering the intrinsic entanglement between accent and speaker
identities, individual domain adversarial training (DAT) with
speaker classifications is incorporated within both global and
local accent modeling to disentangle residual speaker in-
formation. Consequently, we obtain speaker-independent and
accent-discriminative embeddings at both global and local
scales, enabling separate control of speakers and accents in
synthesized speech.

The proposed accent modeling strategy extracts multi-scale
accent features from accented speech, however, a practical
multi-speaker multi-accent TTS should be able to synthesize
accented speech directly from text inputs. To address this, we
propose a local accent prediction model conditioned on the
global accent feature and supervised by local accent features.
As a result, the local accent prediction model is able to predict
local accent features from phoneme inputs during inference.
Overall, contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• We propose an accent modeling approach at both
global and local scales, generating multi-scale accent-
discriminative embeddings to comprehensively describe
accent variations for accented TTS.

• The speaker-independent multi-scale accent modeling,
achieved by the DAT algorithm, enables separate control
of speakers and accents for multi-speaker multi-accent
speech synthesis.

• The proposed framework is shown to outperform the
typical style modeling baselines and the effectiveness
of each system component, i.e., global accent modeling,
local accent modeling, and speaker disentanglement is
analyzed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we introduce related work to set the stage of this study.
Our proposed framework and method are presented in Section
III. The experimental setup and result analysis are shown in
Section IV and Section V, respectively. Section VI discusses
limitations of this study and possible future work. This paper
is concluded in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

This section first reviews related works on expressive TTS,
as accented TTS has relationships with expressive TTS in
some aspects. We then review studies related to accented TTS.

A. Expressive TTS

Typical expressive TTS [30], [31] aims to transfer the style
from a source speaker to another target speaker. A modified
multi-speaker VAE TTS model with cycle consistency is
presented in [32]. They build a separated variational style
encoder upon the existing TTS model for an unpaired path.
The effectiveness of the proposed model is demonstrated on
intra-speaker, inter-speaker, and unseen speaker style transfer
for both parallel and unparallel transfer. Learning disentangled
representations from style dimensions is a popular approach.
An et al. [33] propose a disentangled approach between style
and speaker representations with specifically designed training
objectives including reconstruction, adversarial, style distor-
tion, cycle consistency, and style and speaker classification
losses. Their proposed framework is shown to be effective
in seen and unseen style transfer TTS. Whitehill et al. [34]
propose the adversarial cycle consistency training to learn
disentangled style and speaker embeddings. They demonstrate
that the adversarial cycle consistency training scheme is able to
transfer emotions with high emotion accuracy across datasets
with different speakers. Li et al. [35] propose an emotion
disentangling module that disentangles speaker information
from utterance level emotion embedding by orthogonal loss.
Experiments show the effectiveness of the speaker-irrelevant
emotion embedding on cross-speaker emotion transfer.

The works mentioned above handle style and speaker repre-
sentations separately, allowing for the effective transfer of the
source speaker’s style to the target speaker in TTS. However,
they primarily focus on style and emotion rather than accent.
The generation of high-quality multi-accent speech with differ-
ent target speakers’ voices has not been adequately explored.
Additionally, the above works perform style modeling and
extraction based on classifications on the utterance level, which
may not be ideal for accented TTS. The similarity between the
expressive speech from native speakers and accented speech
lies in global variations, specifically significant differences
across all categories. However, another important aspect of
accents is the variations on the segmental level, such as
differences between phonemes. Modeling accents at the local
scale is essential for capturing accent characteristics. Although
fine-grained style modeling has been studied in [36], [37], their
approaches focus on emotion rather than accent. In this paper,
we focus on accent modeling and investigate how to control
accent and speaker attributes flexibly and accurately for multi-
speaker multi-accent TTS.

B. Accented TTS

An accented TTS system aims to generate target accented
speech from text inputs. Zhou et al. [38] propose an accented
TTS framework consisting of an accented front-end and an ac-
cented acoustic model with integrated pitch and duration pre-
dictors. They demonstrate that their proposed accented front-
end and accented acoustic model with limited training data
contribute to the phonetic and prosodic variation of accented
speech, respectively. Zhang et al. [39] introduce an additional
module to learn the accented phoneme embedding by mapping
native speech to accented speech. However, these two methods
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focus on the fine-tuning of a single accent with limited data.
Lee et al. [40] investigate linguistic characteristics of L2
accents in terms of vowel space analysis. They compare the
shared and non-shared vowels in a language pair by evaluating
the accuracy and compactness of the vowels. Their empirical
studies show that the non-shared vowels in a language pair are
more prone to L2 accents. Tinchev et al. [41] present an accent
modeling approach based on data augmentation and does not
require an accent-specific TTS front-end. The augmented data
of the target accent is achieved with a voice conversion task,
and then they build a multi-speaker multi-accent TTS system
with the real and synthetic data. Nguyen et al. [42] present a
TTS framework for synthesizing speech with multiple accents
by weight factorization approach. Zhang et al. [43] propose a
multi-accent TTS by fine-tuning a pre-trained native English
TTS with an accent classification loss on the encoder. The
multi-accent encoder is controlled by the accent identity in
the encoder input. However, the accent identity lacks detailed
accent representations.

Developing a controllable accented TTS has also been inves-
tigated. Melechovsky et al. [44] build an accented TTS system
based on the multi-level VAE with adversarial learning to
learn accent and speaker representations. However, the learned
accent representation is only on the utterance level. Liu et al.
[45] present a method of explicit intensity control for accented
TTS. They control the accent intensity on both utterance and
phoneme levels, and experiments show the effectiveness of
their proposed system on accent rendering. However, their
method focuses on accent intensity control, instead of multi-
speaker multi-accent speech synthesis. Additionally, accent
transfer with accent-related acoustic correlates from a source
speaker to a target speaker has been investigated [46]. How-
ever, such a method relies on reference accented speech, which
limits the practical application scenarios for multi-accent TTS.

Overall, fine-grained and accurate accent modeling for
multi-speaker multi-accent speech synthesis has not been
extensively studied in the above works. In this paper, motivated
by the above studies on accented TTS, we investigate a
comprehensive accent modeling approach that describes accent
variations at both global and local scales in a TTS system. The
proposed method produces multi-scale accent-discriminative
information for high-quality multi-accent speech synthesis.

III. METHODOLOGY

Our proposed multi-speaker multi-accent TTS framework
is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of four parts, an acoustic
model (AM) and three conditioning models, i.e., global ac-
cent disentangling model (GADM), local accent disentangling
model (LADM), and local accent prediction model (LAPM), to
address accents at different scales. The encoder-decoder-based
AM aims to predict the Mel-spectrogram from the phoneme
sequence, serving as the backbone of our TTS framework. The
GADM and LADM produce accent features at global and local
scales, respectively, while the LAPM predicts the local accent
features from the phoneme sequence.

In this section, AM, GADM, LADM, and LAPM with
their objective functions are introduced respectively. The train-

ing and inference procedures for multi-speaker multi-accent
speech synthesis are also presented.

A. Acoustic Model

We adopt an E2E TTS architecture, Tacotron 2 [4], as
the AM. We define the multi-speaker multi-accent training
data as {X,Y,A, S}, where X is the phoneme sequence
X = {x1, x2, . . . , xL} with sequence length L, Y is the
acoustic feature, Mel-spectrogram, Y = {y1, y2, . . . , yT } with
frame length T, A and S indicate accent and speaker labels,
respectively.

The phoneme sequence input X is passed to the text
encoder, which consists of a phoneme embedding table, three
1D convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and a bidirectional
long short-term memory (LSTM). The text encoder converts
the phoneme sequence into a latent phoneme embedding
sequence HT = {h1, h2, . . . , hL} as text features, which is
further conditioned on accent representations to control the
accent in synthesized speech. The entire encoding process is
formulated as follows:

HT = fT (X)

HG = fG(Y,A, S)

HL = fL(Y,A, S, F )

(1)

where fT , fG, and fL indicate the function of the text
encoder, GADM, and LADM, respectively. F denotes the
force-alignment between phoneme and Mel-spectrogram. HG

and HL denote accent features at global and local scales. The
final encoded representation H is the combination of HT , HG,
and HL. In this way, the framework enables to encode text
features from phoneme inputs and multi-scale accent features
from target accented speech.

The attention-based decoder is shown in Fig. 2 (d). The
speaker identity is controlled by the speaker embedding vector
HS as a conditional input to the decoder. Specifically, we
concatenate the speaker embedding on the input and output
of the decoder recurrent neural network (RNN) at each frame
step. Such a combination mitigates the influence of speaker
information on the attention mechanism, so that the attention
mechanism focuses on the encoded accent features to learn the
essential phoneme duration. Overall, the decoder consumes the
final encoder output H to predict the Mel-spectrogram and the
stop token label, as in [4]. We denote the objective function
of the AM as LTaco2.

B. Global Accent Disentangling Model

The GADM aims to provide the utterance level accent
embedding vector HG as an accent feature at the global
scale. It reflects the average prosodic fluctuation over time
for an utterance. To achieve the speaker-independent accent
modeling at the global scale, we design the GADM based on
two tasks during training, an accent classification that pro-
vides the accent-discriminative embedding and an adversarial
speaker classification that disentangles speaker information. In
this way, the GADM produces a speaker-independent accent
embedding vector HG.
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Fig. 1. The architecture of the proposed multi-speaker multi-accent TTS framework. The speaker encoder and neural vocoder are pre-trained before TTS
training, and they are not shown in this figure for the simplicity. The text encoder has the shared weights as that in the AM of the training stage I, and it is
frozen during the training stage II.

The global accent encoder is shown in Fig. 2 (a). The
input Mel-spectrogram is passed to two 1D CNNs with ReLU
activation, layer normalization, and dropout. The average
pooling operation is applied to this CNN stack output on the
time axis to obtain a single vector representing the utterance
level variation. Two fully connected (FC) layers are further
used as addition transformations to obtain HG. We apply an
L2 normalization to HG to increase its generalizability. The
accent classifier consisting of an FC layer and a softmax layer
determines the probability of accent categories. The training
objective function for the accent classifier LG ac is defined as
the cross-entropy (CE) between the predicted accent and the
target accent identities. The CE loss is calculated as follows:

LCE = −
N∑
i=1

log(p(Xi|X̂i)) (2)

where N is the number of categories, and p(Xi|X̂i) is the
softmax output, i.e., the probability that the predicted label
X̂i belongs to the corresponding target label Xi.

The adversarial speaker classifier is achieved by a gradient
reversal layer (GRL) between the global accent encoder and
the speaker classifier. This allows the model to minimize
the classification loss of the speaker classifier to reversely
optimize the global accent encoder. In this way, the HG

cannot distinguish identities of speakers. The speaker classifier
consists of an FC layer and a softmax layer to output the
probability of an equal number to speaker categories. The loss
function LG adv sc is the CE as in Equation 2.

C. Local Accent Disentangling Model
Similar to the GADM, the LADM contains a local accent

encoder, an accent classifier, and an adversarial speaker clas-

sifier. However, the difference is that the LADM is designed
to obtain the phoneme level accent embedding sequence HL

as accent features at the local scale, which are associated
with the phoneme level text encoder. It is assumed that the
extracted HL contains fine-grained accent variations on the
pronunciation and prosody between phonemes. The LADM
serves as a complement to the GADM to comprehensively
describe complex accent features.

The local accent encoder takes the Mel-spectrogram and
force-aligned phoneme boundaries as inputs, as shown in
Fig. 2 (b). Two 1D CNNs with ReLU activation, layer
normalization, and dropout are followed by a GRU layer to
extract the acoustic conditions at the frame level. The phoneme
level hidden representation is obtained by the average pooling
on the frame level acoustic conditions over each phoneme
according to phoneme boundaries. To represent the phoneme
level prosody information in a compact space as [47], we
project the phoneme level hidden representation into a low-
dimensional vector through an FC layer to obtain the HL. L2
normalization is applied to the sequence HL on each vector
to make the sequence more predictable.

The accent classifier takes HL as the input to classify accent
categories. We take into account that not all phoneme represen-
tations differ across accents, i.e., some phonetic information
is shared across accents [48]. Therefore, it is not an ideal
option to categorize the entire speech representation at the
phoneme level into different accent categories. To solve this
problem, an LSTM layer is used in the accent classifier to
convey sequential variations within an utterance to the final
LSTM state, which is then passed to an FC layer and a softmax
layer to produce the probability of accent identities. The loss
function LL ac is the CE as in Equation 2. Another adversarial
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Fig. 2. (a) Global accent encoder. (b) Local accent encoder, where alignment means force-aligned phoneme boundaries. (c) Local accent predictor. (d) Decoder.

speaker classifier, which has the same model architecture as
that in the GADM, is used in the LADM to disentangle
speaker information from the HL. However, we perform the
disentanglement on each embedding vector of the sequence
HL. The loss function LL adv sc is the CE as in Equation 2.

D. Local Accent Prediction Model

To eliminate the need of dependency on the reference
accented speech during inference, we propose the LAPM to
predict local accent features HL from the phoneme sequence.
It consists of a text encoder and a local accent predictor. The
text encoder has the same architecture as that in the AM and
the local accent predictor is shown in Fig. 2 (c). To enable
predictions of multiple accents, the global accent feature HG

from the GADM is conditioned on the local accent predictor
to control the predicted outputs for different accent categories.
The local accent features HL from the LADM serve as the
target for training the LAPM.

Overall, the local accent predictor takes both the latent
phoneme embedding sequence HT from the text encoder and
the HG as inputs to predict the target HL. The proposed
local accent predictor consists of two 1D CNNs with ReLU
activation, layer normalization, and dropou, followed by a
GRU layer and an FC layer, as shown in Fig. 2 (c). The loss
function Lpredict is defined as the mean squared error (MSE)
between the predicted output ĤL and the target HL.

E. Training Stage

The proposed TTS framework includes two training stages.
1) Joint training of the AM, GADM, and LADM with the total
objective functions defined as follows:

Ltrain TTS = αLTaco2 + βLG ac + γLG adv sc

+δLL ac + ϵLL adv sc

(3)

where α, β, γ, δ, and ϵ are parameters to balance the weights
of different losses. 2) Only the training of the LAPM to predict
the HL with the objective function Lpredict. We extract both
HG and HL of the training data from the pre-trained GADM

and LADM, respectively. The text encoder has the shared
weights as that in the pre-trained AM and is frozen during
the LAPM training.

F. Inference Stage

Our proposed framework synthesizes accented speech di-
rectly from phoneme inputs by the LAPM, as shown in Fig.
1. By disentangling speaker information on the GADM, the
global accent feature HG across different utterances within
the same accent category converges more closely. Therefore,
we use a single embedding vector HAvg G to represent all
the HG of an accent category during inference. Specifically,
HAvg G is taken as the average of HG extracted from all
training utterances of each accent.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We perform extensive experiments on an accented English
speech corpus and evaluate the performance objectively and
subjectively. In this section, the database used for experiments,
implementation details, and the evaluation method are pre-
sented.

A. Database

We use the accented English speech corpus L2-ARCTIC
[49] for all experimental TTS frameworks during both train-
ing and inference. This corpus includes 24 speakers from 6
accents, i.e., Arabic (AR), Mandarin (ZH), Hindi (HI), Korean
(KO), Spanish (ES), and Vietnamese (VI), each of which
is recorded by 4 different speakers. The training, validation,
and test sets are divided into 23075, 1200 (50 per speaker),
and 2400 (100 per speaker) utterances, respectively. The text
transcriptions of the L2-ARCTIC corpus are parallel except
for a few utterances. The phoneme sequence and force-aligned
phoneme boundaries are provided by the speech corpus. We
trim the silence at the beginning and end of each utterance.
All speech signals are downsampled at 16 kHz, and the 80-
dimensional Mel-spectrogram is extracted with 50 ms frame
length and 12.5 ms frame shift.
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B. Implementations

Our TTS backbone AM architecture follows [4]. Each TTS
system is trained for 600k steps and the LAPM is trained
for 200k steps. All systems are optimized with the Adam
optimizer [50] and the batch size of 32. The initial learning
rate starts at 1e-3 and decreases to 1e-5. The parameters in
Equation 3 are set to 1, 1, 0.02, 1, 0.02 for α, β, γ, δ, and
ϵ, respectively. The 256-dimensional speaker embedding is
extracted from a pre-trained speaker encoder1 and combined
with the TTS decoder in the same way for all compared TTS
systems. For a fair comparison, we use a neural vocoder, Par-
allel WaveGAN [51], to synthesize the speech waveform from
the reconstructed Mel-spectrogram for all TTS systems. The
Parallel WaveGAN is pre-trained on the CSTR VCTK [52]
speech corpus. The following TTS systems are implemented
for the comparison:

• GST: This is the TTS system that AM conditions on the
style embedding from the GST model [19]. We set the
number of token layers to six, the same as training accent
categories.

• VAE: This is the TTS system that AM conditions on the
style latent representation from a VAE model [20].

• GADM: This is the TTS system that AM conditions
on the utterance level accent embedding HG from the
GADM.

• MSAM: This is the TTS system that AM conditions
on the multi-scale accent embeddings obtained from
GAM and LAM, where no speaker disentanglement is
performed. Note that this system needs the reference
speech during inference, since the LAPM is not involved
in this system.

• MSADM: This is the proposed TTS system that the
AM conditions on GADM and LADM, producing multi-
scale speaker-independent and accent-discriminative em-
beddings HG and HL, respectively. The LAPM is trained
and used during inference.

Note that for GST and VAE, the average vector of style
embeddings across all training data of an accent category is
used during inference, similar as the HAvg G for GADM.

C. Evaluation Methods

We use both objective and subjective metrics to evaluate
synthesized accented speech. In our experiments, all target
speakers are foreign-accented speakers from the L2-ARCTIC
corpus. Synthesizing multi-speaker multi-accent speech in-
volves synthesizing voices of multiple speakers with their own
accents, (inherent-accent), as well as with different accents
(cross-accent). We focus on both two inference scenarios for
comprehensive evaluations.

Since all speakers in the L2-ARCTIC corpus have only one
accent, we create combinations of accent and speaker identities
for multi-speaker cross-accent speech synthesis. The target
speakers are randomly selected as a male speaker BWC and a
female speaker LXC from the Mandarin accent, and the other 5
different accents are regarded as the accents to be synthesized.

1https://github.com/resemble-ai/Resemblyzer

We synthesize 100 utterances of the test set for each target
speaker, a total of 1000 synthesized speech samples.

1) Objective evaluation: When we have the ground truth
of synthesized accented speech, we objectively evaluate the
aspects of speech quality and accent similarity. Before the eval-
uations, dynamic time warping (DTW) [53] is used to align
the synthesized speech and ground truth to the same length. In
practice, the Mel-cepstral distortion (MCD) [54] is utilized to
assess the speech quality. MCD measures the distance between
the Mel-cepstrum extracted from the synthesized speech and
ground truth. A lower MCD value indicates the better speech
quality. We evaluate accent similarity based on two important
elements of accents, pitch and duration. The root mean squared
error (RMSE) [55] and Pearson’s correlation coefficient [56]
of the fundamental frequency (F0) are calculated to assess
pitch variations between the synthesized speech and ground
truth, where the entire F0 sequence is used for the evaluation.
We extract the F0 from speech waveforms using pyworld2.
A lower F0 RMSE indicates the lower pitch amplitude error,
while a higher F0 correlation means the higher similarity of
the pitch trajectory. The duration distortion is evaluated using
the frame disturbance (FD) [57] on the aligned path from
the DTW results. A lower FD value suggests more precise
duration reconstruction.

The cosine similarity (COS) [58] is calculated between two
embedding vectors to evaluate their similarities. The value
of COS closer to 1 indicates a higher similarity. We calcu-
late speaker COS on the utterance level speaker embedding
extracted from the synthesized speech and ground truth to
evaluate the speaker similarity. We also utilize the COS metric
to analyze the distribution of extracted accent embeddings in
the component analysis of Section V. C.

2) Subjective evaluation: We conduct the subjective eval-
uation by the human listening test. We recruit 20 subjects on
Amazon Mechanical Turk3 to participate in the listening test.4

All participants are from the United States and each of them
is paid until they have completed. The mean opinion score
(MOS) [59] and XAB preference tests are utilized to evaluate
synthesized accented speech. In each listening experiment, 6
groups of utterances randomly selected from the test set are
provided for evaluation of each accent. In accent and speaker
similarity tests, listeners are instructed to only pay attention
to the accent similarity or speaker similarity, and ignore the
speech content and the quality of the synthesized samples.

i) MOS test: MOS test assesses speech quality in terms of
naturalness (NMOS), accent similarity (AMOS), and speaker
similarity (SMOS). In the NMOS test, participants are required
to rate the given audios based on speech naturalness. The
optional score ranges from 1 to 5 with intervals of 0.5, where 1
= bad, 2 = poor, 3 = fair, 4 = good, 5 = excellent. In the AMOS
and SMOS tests, participants are required to listen to the
reference speech first, then rate provided speech samples only
according to the similarity of the accent or speaker compared

2https://pypi.org/project/pyworld/
3https://www.mturk.com
4All speech samples are available at: https://xuehao-marker.github.io/

MSMA-TTS/

https://github.com/resemble-ai/Resemblyzer
https://pypi.org/project/pyworld/
https://www.mturk.com
https://xuehao-marker.github.io/MSMA-TTS/
https://xuehao-marker.github.io/MSMA-TTS/
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TABLE I
OBJECTIVE EVALUATION RESULTS OF COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE PROPOSED TTS FRAMEWORK AND TWO BASELINES IN TERMS OF SPEECH QUALITY

AND ACCENT SIMILARITY.

MCD [dB] F0 RMSE [Hz] F0 Correlation FD [Frame]

GST VAE MSADM GST VAE MSADM GST VAE MSADM GST VAE MSADM

AR 8.33 8.33 8.04 70.27 68.09 66.86 0.665 0.681 0.697 25.29 21.96 17.41
ZH 8.12 8.1 7.83 57.95 56.34 54.88 0.705 0.72 0.736 27.83 23.22 19.5
HI 8.2 8.11 7.92 74.86 74.17 73.45 0.654 0.669 0.679 20.68 17.15 14.03
KO 8.17 8.26 8.02 68.39 66.38 65.11 0.697 0.704 0.718 21.33 17.08 15.4
ES 7.6 7.85 7.54 62.02 62.8 61.11 0.68 0.681 0.699 31.08 28.23 23.5
VI 8 7.91 7.34 66.94 66 62.29 0.693 0.705 0.737 27.47 25.19 20.38

AVG 8.07 8.1 7.78 66.74 65.63 63.95 0.682 0.693 0.711 25.61 22.14 18.37
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Fig. 3. Subjective evaluation results in multi-speaker inherent-accent speech synthesis scenario. (a) NMOS test. (b) AMOS test. (c) SMOS test. All presented
scores are with 95% confidence intervals.

TABLE II
SPEAKER COS RESULTS OF COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE PROPOSED TTS

FRAMEWORK AND TWO BASELINES.

Multi-speaker inherent-accent Multi-speaker cross-accent

GST VAE MSADM GST VAE MSADM

AR 0.888 0.89 0.899 0.866 0.907 0.857
ZH 0.893 0.907 0.913 - - -
HI 0.868 0.885 0.895 0.868 0.904 0.842
KO 0.906 0.902 0.907 0.865 0.905 0.849
ES 0.908 0.906 0.911 0.908 0.906 0.879
VI 0.888 0.901 0.904 0.873 0.904 0.858

AVG 0.892 0.899 0.905 0.876 0.905 0.857

to the reference speech. The range of scores is the same as
that in the NMOS test.

ii) XAB preference test: XAB preference test evaluates
accent similarity and speaker similarity. X represents the
reference speech, while A and B are speech samples from
two compared systems. Listeners are asked to listen to the
reference speech first, and then choose a sample that is more
similar to the reference speech from A and B according to the
accent similarity or speaker similarity.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of the comparison
between the proposed framework and the baselines in both two
inference scenarios. We also analyze the effects of different
components of the proposed framework on multi-speaker
multi-accent speech synthesis.

A. Multi-speaker inherent-accent speech synthesis

We first objectively evaluate synthesized accented speech in
terms of speech quality and accent rendering, since we have

the ground truth in this scenario. The results of MCD, F0
RMSE, F0 correlation, and FD are shown in Table I. We
have three observations. 1) MSADM outperforms GST and
VAE for MCD, suggesting that the proposed method improves
speech quality. 2) It is obvious that MSADM achieves the
lowest F0 RMSE and the highest F0 correlation among the
three compared systems. This demonstrates that the multi-scale
accent modeling provides essential acoustic correlates that are
beneficial for the pitch reconstruction. 3) MSADM achieves
significantly better performance than VAE, followed by GST
for FD. This indicates that the proposed method contributes
to duration prediction of accented speech. The observations
regarding pitch and duration highlight the superiority of the
proposed framework over the baselines for accent expressions,
revealing that GST and VAE lack detailed descriptions for
accented speech. These observations are consistent across all
accents, although the extent of improvement varies among dif-
ferent accents, likely due to the inconsistent levels of variations
across accents. We also calculate speaker COS to evaluate
speaker similarity, as shown in Table II. All systems achieve
high speaker similarity, with MSADM slightly outperforming
others, which suggests that our system maintains the target
speaker’s voice.

The subjective results of NMOS, AMOS, and SMOS tests
are shown in Fig. 3. We are glad to observe that the overall
performance of MSADM achieves higher scores than GST and
VAE for both NMOS and AMOS tests, indicating that the pro-
posed framework contributes to improved speech quality and
accent expressions, which is consistent with observations from
objective evaluations. In the SMOS test results, all systems
show comparable performance for speaker similarity. Based
on speech quality, accent expressions, and speaker similarity,
we can conclude that MSADM is the optimal system in this
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Fig. 4. Subjective evaluation results in multi-speaker cross-accent speech synthesis scenario. (a) NMOS test. (b) AMOS test. (c) SMOS test. All presented
scores are with 95% confidence intervals.

(a) (b)

AR
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(c)
Fig. 5. The distribution of the utterance level embeddings extracted from different models using ground truth accented speech. (a) GST. (b) VAE. (c) MSADM.

scenario.

B. Multi-speaker cross-accent speech synthesis

The subjective results of NMOS, AMOS, and SMOS tests
are shown in Fig. 4. It is noted that the overall scores
of both NMOS and AMOS tests are lower than those in
the multi-speaker inherent-accent speech synthesis scenario
as shown in Fig. 3. This is reasonable since the multiple
accents synthesized have not been seen by the target speaker
during training. In Fig. 4 (a), it can be seen that MSADM
consistently achieves the highest NMOS scores, indicating
that MSADM is able to generate speech with better speech
quality. Similar results are observed in Fig. 4 (b), where
MSADM synthesizes speech with improved accent similarity
compared with GST and VAE. We observe that VAE has
limited ability for accent rendering, and accent expressions
in generated speech samples are significantly influenced by
the target speaker’s own accent. This suggests that the learned
latent space from an unsupervised VAE struggles to represent
accent characteristics.

Regarding speaker similarity, the objective speaker COS
results are presented in Table II. From the average results,
it can be seen that VAE achieves the highest speaker COS,
followed by GST and MSADM. The similar conclusion can
be drawn from Fig. 4 (c), showing that VAE has the highest
speaker similarity. However, the significantly lowest AMOS
scores of VAE as shown in Fig. 4 (b) indicate its weakness
on multi-speaker cross-accent speech synthesis. Overall, the
results show the superior performance of MSADM on multi-
speaker cross-accent speech synthesis, improving speech qual-
ity and accent expressions, although it has compromises in
speaker similarity. The results also prove the effectiveness of
LAPM on predicting local accent features.

When comparing GST, VAE, and MSADM, the difference
lies in the encoded embedding vector obtained from the Mel-
spectrogram. To further investigate the performance differ-
ences of these systems on accent expressions, the distribution
of learned embeddings from each system is visualized in Fig.
5. Each data point represents an utterance level embedding
vector extracted from ground truth accented speech by GST,
VAE, and MSADM, respectively. The distance between two
points reflects accent similarity of two accented speech. It is
evident that for MSADM, all embeddings of the same accent
clearly cluster together, while those of different accents have
obvious boundaries. This suggests that MSADM produces
accent-discriminative embeddings. In contrast, the clustering
of embeddings from GST is irregular and not clustered clearly
according to accent categories. However, VAE shows the
worst performance in learning accent-related information. We
observe that there are no recognizable clustering trends in the
embedding vectors for different accent categories, indicating
that the embeddings learned by VAE contain much less accent-
discriminative information. This suggests the weakness of
VAE on accent modeling, which may explain its significantly
lowest AMOS scores shown in Fig. 4 (b). As a result, the
speech generated from the VAE system may rely highly on the
speaker embedding, which may be the reason for its highest
SMOS scores shown in Fig. 4 (c).

C. Component Analysis

This section investigates the effects of each component of
the proposed TTS framework, i.e., global accent modeling,
local accent modeling, and speaker disentanglement, on multi-
speaker multi-accent speech synthesis.

1) Global Accent Modeling: In the previous section, we
analyze the distribution of the utterance level embedding
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TABLE III
OBJECTIVE EVALUATION RESULTS OF COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE PROPOSED TTS FRAMEWORK AND GADM IN TERMS OF SPEECH QUALITY AND

ACCENT SIMILARITY.

MCD [dB] F0 RMSE [Hz] F0 Correlation FD [Frame]

GADM MSADM GADM MSADM GADM MSADM GADM MSADM

AR 8.24 8.04 68.77 66.86 0.681 0.697 21.37 17.41
ZH 7.95 7.83 56.37 54.88 0.721 0.736 21.54 19.5
HI 8.11 7.92 75.02 73.45 0.662 0.679 16.68 14.03
KO 8.15 8.02 67 65.11 0.699 0.718 15.73 15.4
ES 7.76 7.54 63.3 61.11 0.684 0.699 27.71 23.5
VI 7.69 7.34 64.84 62.29 0.714 0.737 24.68 20.38

AVG 7.98 7.78 65.88 63.95 0.692 0.711 21.29 18.37
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. XAB preference test results in terms of accent similarity of GST and
GADM in both two inference scenarios. (a) multi-speaker inherent-accent
speech synthesis. (b) multi-speaker cross-accent speech synthesis.
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Fig. 7. XAB preference test results in terms of accent similarity of VAE and
GADM in both two inference scenarios. (a) multi-speaker inherent-accent
speech synthesis. (b) multi-speaker cross-accent speech synthesis.

vector in terms of accent categories for our system and two
baselines. We further conduct XAB preference tests in terms
of accent similarity, comparing GADM with two baselines

TABLE IV
SPEAKER COS RESULTS OF COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE PROPOSED TTS

FRAMEWORK AND MSAM.

AR HI KO ES VI AVG

MSAM 0.825 0.779 0.835 0.868 0.819 0.825
MSADM 0.851 0.839 0.855 0.875 0.855 0.855

to understand the effectiveness of global accent modeling on
accent expressions. The XAB preference results are shown
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively. We are glad to see that
GADM achieves higher preference than GST and VAE for
both multi-speaker inherent-accent and cross-accent speech
synthesis scenarios, which suggests that GADM is effective
for accented speech synthesis as it is supervised by an accent
classifier. In Fig. 7 (a), we note that GADM outperforms
VAE, especially on the Arabic accent, for accent rendering.
However, from the objective evaluations of GADM in Table
III and VAE in Table I, GADM achieves better performance for
duration prediction while slightly lower performance for pitch
reconstruction. We suspect that the higher XAB preference
of GADM by human listeners may be influenced by various
correlates, such as pronunciation and duration.

2) Local Accent Modeling: We compare MSADM and
GADM to understand the effectiveness of local accent model-
ing on accent expressions. The objective metrics are calculated
using the available ground truth under multi-speaker inherent-
accent speech synthesis scenario, and the results are listed in
Table III. It is obvious that MSADM performs better than
GADM in terms of MCD, F0 RMSE, F0 Correlation, and
FD for all accents, indicating that local accent modeling
improves speech quality and accent expressions. Additionally,
we conduct XAB preference tests to evaluate accent similarity,
and the results are shown in Fig. 8. We observe the significant
preference for MSADM over GADM in both two inference
scenarios, with consistent results across all accents. This
highlights the effectiveness and importance of local accent
modeling for fine-grained accent expressions.

3) Speaker disentanglement: To explore the effects of the
speaker disentanglement, we compare MSADM with MSAM
in multi-speaker cross-accent speech synthesis scenario. For
a fair comparison, MSADM also uses the reference speech
and LAPM is not involved during inference. The objective
speaker COS is calculated in Table IV. It is obvious that
MSAM achieves significantly lower speaker similarity than
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Fig. 8. XAB preference test results in terms of accent similarity of GADM
and MSADM in both two inference scenarios. (a) multi-speaker inherent-
accent speech synthesis. (b) multi-speaker cross-accent speech synthesis.
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Fig. 9. XAB preference test results in terms of speaker similarity of MSAM
and MSADM in multi-speaker cross-accent speech synthesis scenario.

MSADM. This can be explained that accent and speaker
identities are highly entangled during the multi-scale accent
modeling process. When extracting accent features from the
Mel-spectrogram of a source speaker, the speaker identity is
inherently included in the extracted multi-scale accent features
for MSAM, leading to a deterioration in target speaker simi-
larity. The XAB preference test in terms of speaker similarity
is also conducted, and the results are presented in Fig. 9. We
observe that MSADM is noticeably preferred over MSAM,
which aligns with the objective analysis. Overall, the speaker
disentanglement by the DAT algorithm is effective to remove
speaker information within the multi-scale accent modeling,
which is beneficial for target speaker similarity.

We further visualize the utterance level accent embedding
vector HG extracted from MSADM and MSAM to understand
the effects of speaker disentanglement on accent distributions.
Fig. 10 illustrates the distribution of accent embeddings across
6 accents. For MSAM in the first row, it is evident that accent
embeddings from different speakers within the same accent
category are clearly distant from each other. In addition, accent
embeddings from the same speaker form a clear boundary, sug-
gesting a speaker-dependent accent embedding. In contrast, for
MSADM in the second row, all embedding vectors converge
closely within a single accent category, with speaker identity
removed. The distribution of accent embeddings within the

TABLE V
ACCENT COS RESULTS OF COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE PROPOSED TTS

FRAMEWORK AND MSAM.

AR ZH HI KO ES VI AVG

MSAM 0.672 0.804 0.63 0.812 0.875 0.823 0.769
MSADM 1 0.999 0.999 1 0.998 0.999 0.999

same accent can also be measured using the COS metric,
as shown in Table V. It is clearly observed that accent
embeddings within the same accent category from MSADM
exhibit higher similarities, suggesting a closer convergence
compared to those in MSAM.

VI. DISCUSSION

Our proposed framework enables to synthesize multi-
speaker multi-accent speech by individually controlling speak-
ers and accents. We propose the approach of speaker-
independent multi-scale accent modeling to describe accents,
and control speakers using the speaker embedding. We evalu-
ate our proposed method on multi-speaker multi-accent speech
synthesis for seen speakers. However, the system performance
for unseen speakers has not been investigated in this study.
It is valuable to extend our proposed framework to zero-
shot multi-speaker conditions, which is more beneficial and
practical for user demands. Additionally, the performance of
the proposed multi-scale accent modeling method on unseen
accents has also not been studied, which could be a potential
future research direction.

Furthermore, we use the phoneme level accent embedding
sequence as accent features at the local scale. However, the
effects of accent characteristics at other different levels, e.g.,
syllable or word levels, on accent expressions has not been
studied in this work. Another potential future research direc-
tion is to investigate a more comprehensive and hierarchical
accent modeling strategy by comparing the effectiveness at
different levels such as syllable, phoneme, word, utterance, and
category levels on accented speech reconstruction. Moreover,
this work disentangles speaker identity from accent modeling.
However, there are trade-offs between accent rendering and
speaker similarity in multi-speaker cross-accent speech syn-
thesis scenario. It is worth exploring how to synthesize high-
quality cross-accent speech without compromising the target
speaker similarity, which could be another possible future
work.

Note that in this study, we use Tacotron 2 as the AM archi-
tecture. Our research focuses on investigating techniques that
can be used for multi-speaker multi-accent TTS systems rather
than being limited to a specific E2E model. Our approach
is intended to be applicable to various TTS models, with
Tacotron 2 serving as an illustrative example. In the future
work, we plan to apply this accent modeling approach to other
E2E TTS models.

VII. CONCLUSION

We present a multi-speaker multi-accent TTS framework
with the speaker-independent accent modeling at both global
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Fig. 10. The distribution of accent embeddings extracted from compared systems. The first row represents MSAM, while the second row indicates MSADM.

and local scales. The speaker-independent accent modeling
allows for separate control of accents and speakers for multi-
speaker multi-accent speech synthesis, and global and lo-
cal accent modeling describe complex accent characteristics.
Experiments demonstrate our proposed approach improves
speech quality and accent expressions, while preserving an
acceptable speaker similarity.
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